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I.Answer the following in one or two words or in one or two sentence
1. Fish eye image
2. Exposure
3. Arko Datta
4. Joseph Nicephore Niepce
5. Silver Bromide
6. Focusing ring
7. Caption
8. ISO
9. Wet plate Negative
10. Rule of third
(10x1=10 marks)
II. Answer any eight questions each in 60 words
11. Shutter speed
12. Paparazzi
13. What is digital photography? Explain the advantages
14. Discuss the elements of Photography
15. Discuss how a good Photograph add life to the page of a newspaper
16. Explain the process of developing a negative film into positive in a dark room
17. Which are the common features of a modern SLR Camera
18. Discuss the relevance of Photography as a communication tool

19. What are the points a Photo journalist should keep in mind while covering
victims of sexual abuse cases and juvenile convicts
20. What are the contributions of George Eastman to Photography
21. Comment on Camera Obscura
22. Define Depth of field
( 8x2=16 marks)
III. Answer any six questions, each in about 120 words
23. The privacy of your object is important as getting a good frame to print.
Discuss with suitable examples
24. Discuss any of the classic photographs with explanation on photographic and
aesthetic elements which had made it a good photograph
25. A good photographer can be a good investigator too. Share your views on this
statement
26. Differentiate between News photography and feature photography
27. Differentiate portraits, landscape and documentary style of photography
28. What is meant by Photo journalism
29. Discuss the Photo editing techniques
30. What are the various kinds of Photography
(6x4=24 marks)
IV. Write long essays on any two of the following
31. Trace the history and development of Photography
32. What qualities are essential for becoming a Photo journalist
33. Plan a Photo essay on any of the environmental issue in your place, detail 12
frames which will be clicked by you for including in the essay and substantiate
why and how those are important
34. Discuss the recent trends in Photo journalism

(2x15=30 marks)

